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No Hocus Pocus: “Magic Wand”  
Surgical Game Changer?
Bloodless Surgical System Wins 2012 Gold Medical Design Excellence Award

Wave a magic wand and wishes may 
come true. For surgeons, that may 
mean bloodless surgery—and thanks 

to a new device, that wish may soon command 
operating room procedure. In fact, the surgical 
system was used recently for coronary artery 
bypass graft surgery.

Called the ferromagnetic wand, or FM-
Wand™, the device employs thermal energy to 
cut and coagulate soft tissue but does not pass a 
current through the patient and minimizes col-
lateral damage often experienced during mono-
polar electrosurgery.  The FMWand has clearance 
from the Food and Drug Administration and has 
been used by 49 different surgeons at 23 leading 
hospitals and research institutes. In May, Domain 
Surgical, Inc. (Salt Lake City, Utah) won a gold 
medal in the 2012 Medical Design Excellence 
Awards (MDEA) competition.

Conjuring Up the Magic
“The FMWand delivers precision at the tip,” 

explained Kim H. Manwaring, MD, inventor and 
chief medical officer of manufacturer Domain 
Surgical. The founder of the pediatric neurosur-
gery center at Phoenix Children’s Hospital in Ari-
zona, Dr. Manwaring’s inspiration for the wand 
was a need to reduce tissue injury and decrease 
the invasive nature of brain surgery and its dam-

age to surrounding nerves and arteries.
“I wanted to work with devices of greater 

precision to help speed patient recovery. None of 
the devices on the market solved that problem of 
deep thermal injury, so I started working on ideas 
in my garage,” he said. 

The thin coating of ferromagnetic material 
on the instrument’s tip creates the unique effect: 
purely heat-conductive sealing and dissecting. 
This differs from the other three energy modali-
ties for surgery of electrosurgery, ultrasound, and 
laser, which generate a degree of “beyond the 
tip” effect with deeper thermal injury. The wand’s 
coating also gives immediate heat responsiveness 
and rapid cool-down; histopathology studies 
show one-quarter to one-tenth of the tissue injury 
compared to monopolar surgery.

One advantage working around the heart, Dr. 
Manwaring noted, is eliminating potential for 
current leakage. Because the wand is based on 
inductive ferromagnetic heating, the high-frequency 
current never leaves the tip and returns to the 
power generator. Beyond the generator, the device 
consists of a disposable one-patient cord, wand, and 

interchangeable tips that reduce the need to change 
tools during a procedure. The wand has seven tips: 
dissecting blades, resecting loops for hemostatic 
debulking, and three configurations of stout tips 
for working under muscle and around the spine. A 
number of other tips are being developed.

Not Magic, But Surprising
“When I first saw the device, I said, ‘It’s almost 

like a magic wand’,” said cardiothoracic surgeon 
Frank L. Shannon, MD. Dr. Manwaring added 
that the device has “great cross-platform poten-
tial,” which is what initially attracted Dr. Shan-
non to integrating the FMWand into cardiotho-
racic surgery. A specialist in minimally invasive 
heart surgery at Beaumont Hospital in Royal 
Oak, Michigan, Dr. Shannon sees the wand as an 
adjunct to robotically-assisted heart surgery. He 
called the device’s ability to open tissue without 
damaging boundaries “virtually atraumatic.” 

Dr. Shannon envisions the device excising the 
left atrial appendage without need for staples or 
sutures, significantly reducing danger of damage 
to the atrium. Its precision and ability to divide 

Dr. Manwaring’s  
inspiration for the wand was  
a need to reduce tissue injury 

and decrease the  
invasive nature of brain surgery 
and its damage to surrounding 

nerves and arteries.

FMWand uses thermal energy to stop bleeding with minimal tissue damage while precisely incising tissue with 
maximum tactile control.
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layers without tissue damage make it possible to 
perform surgery with 1-cm ports using robotic 
assistance or direct vision: “Delicate surgery is 
possible without deep tissue injury.” 

“It’s a game changer,” echoed Winston Hewitt, 
MD, who performed the first liver surgery with 
the FMWand at Phoenix Children’s Hospital. 
According to Dr. Hewitt, surgical director of the 
liver transplant and hepatology program at the 
Mayo Clinic Hospital, Scottsdale, Arizona, vis-
ibility of the margins with no char or tissue desic-
cation is a major benefit of the device in solid 
organ and other high-precision surgery. 

Additionally, Dr. Hewitt was impressed with 
the almost negligible blood loss. “Clean, clear, 
and precise,” he reported, “It’s what we look for 
in solid organ surgery.” Dr. Hewitt says the device 
is simple and provides tremendous control on a 
millimeter-by-millimeter basis.

With a Wave of the Wand
Conducting studies on small laboratory ani-

mals leading towards cardiovascular surgical use 
was Dr. Shannon’s intent in seeking FDA 510K 
approval for the FMWand to weld arteries and 
eliminate the need for sutures, eventually lead-
ing to performance of CABG through ports using 

robotic techniques. In addition, the FMWand 
allows the surgeon to remove plaques and cancer-
ous nodules from the lungs without bleeding or 
air leak. 

Recently, the device was used in cardiovascu-
lar surgery. “We learned a lot from the surgical 
use of the FMWand,” said Dr. Shannon, follow-
ing two procedures in June that were the first 
use of the device in cardiothoracic surgery. “Its 
performance was a lot better than expected. I was 
surprised at what it could do and how safe the 
wand is around delicate structures.”

Dr. Shannon contrasted the wand with cautery 
in two reoperations. “We were working with pa-
tients with recent procedures requiring a second 
operation. The wand gives a ‘what you see is 
what you get’ ability with significantly decreased 
blood loss during surgery and virtually no post-
operation leakage,” he said. “With cautery, you 
can’t see the full extent of damage under the cut; 
with the FMWand, we had virtually no dam-
age. Control and sealing are much better than I 
expected.” 

Dr. Shannon says the device creates a halo of 
heat to divide tissue. “You don’t have to touch 
the tissue,” he reports, “just hover within a milli-
meter of what needs to be cut.” He was impressed 

with how close he can cut near the atria and 
aorta without worry of damage—especially when 
compared to cautery, “The depth of cutting and 
depth of injury is very shallow.” The reoperations 
were successful and patients are recovering well. 

Early results in other subspecialties demon-
strate excellent first-pass hemostasis and better 
precision in cancer with a variety of tissue 
types. In the development phase, a next-gener-
ation prototype has even been used to success-
fully cut and seal tissue in a pig model of lung 
lobectomy, as would be used for pulmonary 
cancer. With the wand’s efficiency, Dr. Hewitt 
said, “The only limitation during surgery is the 
surgeon’s own hand.”

The University of Utah, John Hopkins, Tampa 
General Hospital, and Phoenix Children’s are 
among the hospitals that first used the FMWand 
in various surgical procedures. According to Dr. 
Manwaring, the most talked-about aspect: how 
healthy tissues appear compared to traditional 
electrosurgery. Anecdotal comments reaching the 
inventor tell him that the reduced tissue injury 
has positive results with promise for patients 
experiencing shorter time from surgery to reha-
bilitation, reduced pain, fewer medications, and 
faster recovery.—Eric Jay Toll
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